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Abstra t:

This paper presents a new fun tionality of the Automati

Tool tapenade.

tapenade generates adjoint

tion or inverse problems.

Dierentiation (AD)

odes whi h are widely used for optimiza-

Unfortunately, for large appli ations the adjoint

ode demands

a great deal of memory, be ause it needs to store a large set of intermediates values. To
ope with that problem, tapenade implements a sub-optimal version of a te hnique

alled

he kpointing, whi h is a trade-o between storage and re omputation. Our long-term goal
is to provide an optimal

he kpointing strategy for every

ode, not yet a hieved by any AD

tool. Towards that goal, we rst introdu e modi ations in tapenade in order to give the
user the
we

hoi e to sele t the

he kpointing strategy most suitable for their

ondu t experiments in real-size s ienti

dedu e an optimal

ode. Se ond,

odes in order to gather hints that help us to

he kpointing strategy. Some of the experimental results show memory

savings up to 35% and exe ution time up to 90%.
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Strategies de he kpointing pilotees par l'utilisateur en
Dierentiation Automatique inverse
Résumé :

Nous présentons une nouvelle fon tionnalité de l'outil de Diérentiation Automatique

(DA) tapenade. Le mode inverse de la DA
utilisés en

onstruit des

odes adjoints, qui sont largement

al ul s ientique, pour l'optimisation ou les problèmes inverses. Bien qu'a priori

remarquablement e a e, le mode inverse soure de la très grande
requise pour
est un

onsommation mémoire

onserver des valeurs intermédiaires du programme initial. Le Che kpointing

ompromis sto kage-re al ul qui réduit

ette

onsommation. Notre but est de rendre

l'utilisation du Che kpointing dans tapenade plus exible, en parti ulier par des dire tives
utilisateur. Notre but à terme est de développer des stratégies semi-automatiques optimales
d'appli ation du Che kpointing. Dans e rapport, nous présentons les modi ations apportées
à tapenade pour rendre le Che kpointing exible, puis nous étudions et nous

omparons

ertaines stratégies de Che kpointing sur plusieurs appli ations réelles provenant d'utilisations
industrielles de tapenade, dans le but de dégager des heuristiques génerales.

Certaines

expérien es montrent des améliorations en mémoire de l'ordre de 35%, et en temps d'exé ution
de l'ordre de 90%.

Mots- lés :

Diérentiation Automatique, Mode Inverse, Che kpointing, TAPENADE
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1 INTRODUCTION
The

ontext of this work is Automati

is a promising way to build adjoint
of adjoint

odes is that they

Dierentiation (AD) [2, 7℄. The reverse mode of AD

odes to

ompute gradients. The fundamental advantage

ompute gradients at a

ost whi h is independent of the dimen-

sion of the input spa e, and they are thus a key ingredient to solve inverse problems and
optimization problems [14, 4℄. AD adjoint
sweeps, a

forward

odes are fundamentally made of two su

sweep running the original

termediate values, and a

essive

ode and storing a signi ant part of the in-

ba kward sweep using these values to

ompute the derivatives. For

large appli ations, su h as CFD programs, reverse dierentiated

odes may end up using far

too mu h memory.
Che kpointing is a standard time/memory trade-o ta ti
memory use. When a segment of the program is

to redu e the peak of this

he kpointed, it is exe uted

without storage

of the intermediate values. Later on, when the ba kward sweep rea hes the
segment, this segment must be exe uted a se ond time

he kpointed

with storage, and nally the ba

kward

sweep may resume. Che kpointing has a benet: there are two pla es where the memory size
rea hes a peak, namely at the end of the forward sweep and at the end of the
segment, and both peaks are generally smaller than the peak without
the other hand,
twi e and

(2)

he kpointing has a

ost:

(1) in exe

he kpointed

he kpointing. On

ution time be ause segment is exe uted

in memory be ause intermediate values must be store to run the segment

twi e. Hopefully this last memory
In AD tools,

ost is less than the memory benet above.

he kpointing is applied systemati ally, for instan e at pro edure

around loops bodies. Experien e shows that

he kpointing every pro edure

sub-optimal. Optimal strategies have been found only for the
and not for the nested pro edure stru ture of real-life

ase of a xed-length loop [5℄,

odes.

Towards the ultimate goal of an AD tool embedding an optimal
for all programs, we propose in a rst step to a tivate

alls or

all is in general

he kpointing strategy

he kpointing for only a number of

user-sele ted pro edure

alls. Therefore, in addition to the default systemati

mode ( alled

in [7℄), ea h pro edure may now be dierentiated in the so- alled

joint mode

split mode, i.e.

without

he kpoint

he kpointing. In split mode, the pro edure gives rise to two sepa-

rate dierentiated pro edures, one for the forward sweep and one for the ba kward sweep.
This paper presents the implementation of this new split mode fun tionality inside our
AD tool tapenade [10℄, whi h up to now only featured the joint mode. We also dis uss the
ne essary adaption of the existing preliminary data-ow analyses namely, adjoint-liveness
analysis [11℄ and TBR analysis [9, 11℄. In a se ond step, we use this user
pointing to make experimental measurements of various
large s ienti

odes.

he kpointing

ontrol on

he k-

hoi es on several

We present the results of these experiments, some of whi h show

savings of memory up to 35% and exe ution time up to 90%. Also, these results give hints
to a general automati
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su h a general he kpointing strategy, and our long term goal is to provide one in tapenade.
The remainder of this paper is stru tured as follows: Se tion 2 introdu es the reverse
mode of AD. In Se tion 3 we present the

he kpointing te hnique and show how dierent

he kpointing pla ement strategies ae t the behavior of the reverse dierentiated
Se tion 4 we dis uss the implementation issues.
experimental measurements.

ode. In

In Se tion 5 we present and dis uss the

Finally, we dis uss the future work and the

on lusions in

Se tion 6.

2 REVERSE AUTOMATIC DIFFERENTIATION
In our

ontext, AD is a program transformation te hnique to obtain derivatives, and in

parti ular gradients. We are given a program
an be seen as a sequential list of instru tions

P
Ij

that evaluates a fun tion

F.

Program

F

is indeed

P

P = I1 ; I2 ; . . . ; Ij ; . . . ; Ip−1 ; Ip ,
where the instru tions represent elementary fun tions

fi .

Then the fun tion

F = fp ◦ fp−1 ◦ . . . ◦ fj ◦ . . . ◦ f2 ◦ f1 .
AD takes advantage of this to apply the
evaluates the derivatives of
The

reverse mode of AD

hain rule of

al ulus to build a new program that

F.

omputes gradients. Roughly speaking, for a given s alar output, it

returns the dire tion in the input spa e that maximizes the in rease of this output. Stri tly
speaking gradient is dened only for s alar output fun tions. Therefore, we build a ve tor

Y

that denes the weights of ea h omponent of the original output Y = F (X). This denes
t
t
t
a s alar output Y × Y = Y × Y = F (X) × Y . Its gradient has thus the following form:

′t
X = F ′t (X) × Y = f1′t (x0 ) × . . . × fj+1
(xj ) × . . . × fp′t (xp−1 ) × Y
where

xi−1

implements

(1)

is the set of all variables values just before exe ution of the instru tion that
′t
and F (X) is the transposed Ja obian.

fi′t ,

Formula 1 is implemented from right to left, be ause matrix×ve tor produ ts are heaper
ompute than matrix×matrix produ ts. This result in probably the most e ient way
fi′t instru tions
require the intermediate values xi−1 in the reverse of their reation order. The trouble is

to

to

ompute a gradient. Unfortunately, this mode of AD has a di ulty: the

that programs often overwrite variables, and therefore these values may be lost when needed
′t
by the fi .
There are two main strategies to

All [7℄.

ope with this problem:

Re ompute-All

Re ompute-All strategy is very demanding in exe ution time, quadrati

[3℄ or

Store-

with respe t

INRIA
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to the number of run-time instru tions, be ause it re omputes the intermediates values every
time they are required, from a saved initial point. On the other hand, the Store-All strategy
is linear with respe t to the number of run-time instru tions, both for memory
and exe ution time, be ause it

onsumption

onsists in storing on a sta k all values required later by

derivatives, and then restore them when they are needed. This results in the stru ture of
reverse dierentiated programs shown on Figure 1.

mpeak

0
1

..
.

M EM ORY
(stack)

x0 ; 1
0

xj = fj (xj−1 );
..
.
xp−1 = fp−1 (xp−2 );

0001
111
0
0
1111
000
0
1

F orward
Sweep

0
0000001
111111
0
1
1
0
0
1

x̄p−1 = fp′t (xp−1 ) × ȳ;
..
.

1
0
0
1
0
1

′t
(xj ) × x̄j+1 ;
x̄j = fj+1
..
.

Backward
Sweep

1
0
0
1

x̄ = f1′t (x0 ) × x̄1 ;

1
0
store values
0
1
0
1
0
1
0restore values
1

T IM E

Figure 1:

The horizontal axis represents the amount of values

urrently on the sta k.

Be ause we will need to reason formally about adjoint programs in the sequel of this
paper, we need to denote them in a more algebrai

P

has two parts.

The rst is

sli e" of the original program

way. The reverse dierentiated program

alled the forward sweep

P

−
→
P,

and is basi ally the ne essary

plus some instru tions to store required values. The se ond

←
−

alled the ba kward sweep P , and onsists of the instru tions that implement the
′t
fun tions fi (x) from Formula 1, plus some instru tions to re over the needed intermediate
values.

part is

Formalizing the stru ture of the program in Figure 1, the stru ture of the reverse dierentiated program

P

of a program

P

is roughly des ribed by equation (2)

−
→ ←
−
←
−
←
−
P = P ; P = I1 ; . . . ; Ip−1 ; Ip ; . . . ; I1

(2)

Figure 2 shows the reverse dierentiated version of a small example pro edure, featuring
the forward and ba kward sweeps. The

RR n° 5930
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required intermediates variables. We
any instru tion

I

an now rene formula (2) by inserting these

and any program tail

D

after

I,

the program

P

alls. For

is dened re ursively by

the following equation:

−
→
←
−
P = I ; D = I ; D ; I = PUSH(out(I)) ; I ; D ; POP(out(I)) ; I ′
where

out(I) is a set of values overwritten by instru

intermediates values whi h are required to

tion

I.

In reality, we store only the

ompute the derivatives of

instru tions. The data-ow equations of the stati

(3)

I

and of its pre eding

analysis that evaluates these values "To

Be Re orded", known as the "TBR" analysis, was given in [11℄.

Original pro edure

Reverse dierentiated pro edure

subroutine sub1(x,y,z)
I1 tmp1 = SIN(y)
I2 y = y * y
I3 tmp1 = tmp1 * x
I4 z = y / tmp1

end

subroutine sub1_b(x,xb,y,yb,z,zb)
tmp1 = SIN(y)
PUSH(y)
I2 y = y * y
PUSH(tmp1)
I3 tmp1 = tmp1 * x
<forward
 sweep ends, ba kward sweep begins>
I1

I4′

I3′
I2′
I1′

Figure 2:

yb = zb/tmp1
tmp1b = −(y ∗ zb/tmp1 ∗ ∗2)

POP(tmp1)


xb = tmp1 ∗ tmp1b
tmp1b = x ∗ tmp1b

POP(y)
yb = 2 * y * yb
yb = COS(y) * tmp1b
end

The stru ture of a reverse dierentiated program

INRIA
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3 CHECKPOINTING
To

ontrol the memory problem

strategy

aused by the storage of intermediates values, the Store-All

(1) rene the data-ow analyses in order
(2) dea tivate the Store-All strategy for hosen

an be improved in two main dire tions:

to redu e the number of values to store, and
segments of the

ode, therefore saving memory spa e. The former is des ribed in [11, 12℄,

the latter is the fo us of this work.
The me hanism whi h dea tivates the Store-All strategy for
alled

he kpointing.

It has two

ertain

hosen segment is

onsequen es on the behavior of the reverse dierentiated

program:
1. when the ba kward sweep rea hes the

hosen segment, it must be exe uted again, this

time with Store-All strategy turned on.

snapshot)

2. in order to exe ute the segment twi e, a su ient set of values ( alled a
must be stored before the rst exe ution of the segment.
On Figure 3, we assume that
in most

smaller than

mpeak ,

not store anything.
no- he kpointing
the

snapshot(C) < tape(C).

ases, and parti ularly when C is large. As a

he kpointing

be ause in the

ase that segment
an be

C

mpeak c

is

ase the rst exe ution of segment C does

Conversely, we see that the time

ase every pie e of the

Che kpointed segments
strategy is to

he kpointed

This is a reasonable assumption

onsequen e we see that

tc

is longer than

t,

be ause in the

ode is exe uted only on e, whereas we observe in

is exe uted twi e (C and

hosen in dierent ways, and

he kpoint ea h and every pro edure

−
→
C ).

an be nested. One

lassi al

all. However, experien e indi ates that

this strategy is not optimal, though the optimal situation is not easy to foresee. Sin e the
optimal
the

he kpointing strategy is still out rea h, it seems natural to let the user inuen e

hoi e. A

ompletely user-driven

he kpointing will allow the user to try ea h and every

ombination, looking for an optimal pla ement of

he kpoints.

This paper des ribes the

developments to a hieve this user intera tion. In a se ond step, this will let us experiment
about rules and ta ti s, towards the long-term goal of

omputer aided optimal

he kpoint-

ing. This paper presents our rst experiments in this dire tion.
The assumption behind

he kpointing is that

snapshots small, we need to develop the algebrai

C

is

snapshot(C) < tape(C).

To keep the

notation of equation (3). When segment

he kpointed (denoted with surrounding parentheses), reverse dierentiation of the

program

P = U ; C; D

is dened by the re ursive equation

−
→
←
−
P = U ; (C); D = U ; PUSH(snp(C)); C; D; POP(snp(C)); C; U
where

U /D

are the

ode segments

shot stored to re-exe ute

RR n° 5930

C.

U pstream/Downstream of C

and

(4)

snp(C) is the snap-

Intuitively, if a variable is not modied by

C

nor by

D,

then
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mpeak

000
111
00
11
00
−
→ 11
00
11
C
00
11
00
11

M EM ORY
(stack)

F orward
Sweep

11
00
00
11
00
11
111
000
00
11

Backward
Sweep

←
−
C

−
→
C f orward sweep C
←
−
C backward sweep C

t

C original code

1
0
0
1
0storing tape(C)
1
0
1
0restoring tape(C)
1

mpeak c

store snapshot(C)

restore snapshot(C)
F orward
Sweep

C

000
111
00
11
00
−
→ 11
00
11
C
00
11
00
11
00
←
− 11
00
11
C
00
11
00
11

Backward
Sweep

tc
T IM E
Figure 3:

Che kpointing in Reverse Mode AD.

its value will be unmodied when
shall denote by

C

is run again and it is not ne essary to store it.

out(X) the set of variables overwritten by the

the variables that are going to be used by

C

ode segment

need to be in the snapshot.

X.

We

Also, only

Indeed, only

INRIA
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liveness analysis.

C.

C

We shall

9

need to be stored, and this set is often smaller than the

live(C), and it is determined by the so-

all it

Therefore a good enough

alled

adjoint

onservative denition of the snapshot is:

snp(C) = live(C) ∩ (out(C) ∪ out(D))

(5)

The data-ow equations of adjoint liveness analysis were dened formally in [11℄. Snapshots
an be rened further, taking into a

ount the intera tions between su

he kpointed segments. A study on minimal snapshots
Let's now fo us on the
AD tools, the natural

he kpoint pla ement problem. In tapenade like in many other

he kpointed segment is the pro edure

we shall experiment with various pla ements of
therefore shown on

all. Therefore in the sequel

he kpoints, all around pro edure

all trees. This hypothesis is by no means restri tive and our

an be extended to arbitrary

leanly nested

−
→
A

A

B

essive or nested

an be found in [12℄.

D

B

D

ode segments. Figure 4 shows (on the left) the

←
−
A

−
→
D

alls, and

on lusions

←
−
D

−
→
B

←
−
B

C

−
→
C

←
−
C

x

original subroutine x

−
→
x

forward sweep for x

←
x− backward sweep for x
take snapshot

C

C

Figure 4: Joint-All mode: Che kpointing all
all graph of an original program, and the
using the

Joint-All mode, where all pro

naturally the basi

use snapshot

alls in Reverse Mode AD

orresponding reverse-dierentiated

edure

alls are

he kpointed. This

mode, being the extreme trade-o that

all graph,

Joint-All mode is

onsumes time and saves memory.

Memory resour es are nite, whereas exe ution time resour es are not. Therefore this
is safest, espe ially if we assume that snapshots are generally smaller than the

hoi e

orresponding

tape.
Figure 5 shows the other extreme alternative, whi h
all this alternative

Split-All mode.

he kpoints no pro edure

all. We

In split mode the forward sweep and the ba kward sweep

are implemented separately. There is no dupli ate exe ution, so no snapshot is required and
in theory the exe ution time is smallest.

On the other hand the peak size of the tape is

highest. Moreover, sin e the forward sweep and the ba kward sweep do not follow ea h other
during exe ution, even the values of the lo al variables need to be stored, whi h requires
even more intermediate values in the tape.
Split-All and Joint-All modes are two extreme strategies. It is worth trying hybrid
we present a

RR n° 5930

ouple of

ases,

ases in Figure 6. The rst strategy (hybrid1) implements the joint
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−
→
A

−
→
B

−
→
D

←
−
A

←
−
D

←
−
B

−
→
C

←
−
C

Figure 5: Split-All mode: no Che kpointing in Reverse Mode AD

mode for all pro edures ex ept for

D.

Conversely, the se ond strategy (hybrid2) implements

the split mode for all pro edures ex ept for pro edure

−
→
A

B

C

−
→
D

D,

hybrid1

←
−
A

←
−
D

−
→
B

C

←
−
B

−
→
C

←
−
C

whi h is

−
→
A

−
→
B

D

he kpointed.

hybrid2

←
−
A

−
→
D

←
−
D

−
→
C

←
−
B

←
−
C

Figure 6: Two hybrid approa hes (split-joint)

In order to have a more pre ise idea of the aforementioned trade-o we shall simulate
the performan es of these four

he kpointing strategies from gures 4, 5, and 6, for two

motivating s enarios, namely when

"tape > snapshot"

and when

"tape < snapshot".

We

assume that all pro edures require the same snapshot and tape size. Also, we assume that
ea h pro edure has the same exe ution time.
For the rst s enario, we set the memory size of the snapshot to 6 and the memory size
of the tape to 10. This setup

orresponds to the usual assumption that the tape is bigger

than the snapshot for pro edures. Figure 7 shows the behavior of the four
strategies.

As we expe ted, the

urve that represents the joint

he kpointing

onguration shows the

smallest memory use but the largest exe ution time. Conversely, the

urve that represents

the split mode has the highest peak of memory use but the shortest exe ution time. Hybrid

INRIA
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Joint v/s Split
40

Joint-All
Split-All
hybrid1
hybrid2

35
30

memory

25
20
15
10
5
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

time
Figure 7:

Numeri al Simulation results, tape = 10, snapshot = 6

strategies range between these two extremes.
This s enario assumed that the tape is bigger than the snapshot. However, this assumption is not always valid.
the tape

Therefore we make a se ond simulation where we assume that

osts 6 in memory, and ea h snapshot

osts 10. Figure 8 shows that Joint-All and

Split-All modes are not the extreme of the trade-o anymore. In fa t, the extreme bounds in
memory

onsumption

orresponds to the hybrid modes. We also noti e that the maximum

peak of memory use is smaller than in the rst simulation, whi h is not surprising sin e it
depends mostly on the tape size, whi h is assumed smaller. In this s enario, the advantage
of

he kpointing is less obvious be ause of the

osts of snapshots, therefore the Split-All

mode is nearly the best in every respe t.
The real dierentiated
exe ution time

odes will have for every pro edure dierent tape, snapshot and

hara teristi s, making this motivating simulation look a bit unreal. This

gives us a feeling of the behavior of real

odes, but experiments with real

ode are mandatory.

Before we get to that, we shall briey dis uss the ne essary implementation step.

RR n° 5930
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Joint v/s Split
Joint-All
Split-All
hybrid1
hybrid2

25

memory

20

15

10

5

0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

time
Figure 8:

Numeri al Simulation results, tape = 6, snapshot = 10

4 IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented the algorithms and data-ow analysis mentioned in the previous se tion
inside tapenade tool [10℄, whi h is a sour e-to-sour e AD engine.

tapenade is written

in JAVA and some modules are written in C. tapenade supports programs written in
Fortran77 and Fortran90/95.

4.1 Modi ations of the Data-Flow Analyses
The AD model that tapenade implements relies on several data-ow analyses, all of them
formally dened in [9, 11℄. However, these analyses impli itly made the assumption of the
Joint-All strategy. The

he kpointing strategy has s strong impa t on adjoint liveness and

TBR analyses, whi h are interpro edural. More pre isely, it impa ts the way data-ow information is propagated on the
For example, sin e for a
by the reverse sweep, we
of the forward sweep.

all graph during the bottom-up and top-down analyses sweeps.
he kpointed segment the forward sweep is followed immediately

an use the fa t that all original variables are useless at the end

This is the foundation of the adjoint liveness analysis [11℄. In the

initial state of the AD tool where every

all is

he kpointed, this allowed the "adjoint-live"

set at the tail of ea h pro edure to be the empty set.

The adjoint-liveness analysis

then pro eed, ba kwards inside the ow-graph of the pro edure, progressively a

an

umulating

INRIA
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variables into the set of live variables. In the new situation where a pro edure
in split mode, the initial "adjoint-live" set at the tail of this pro edure must
depends of the live variables in ea h of its

an be left

hange, and it

alling sites. More pre isely, we shall set the live

variables at the tail of a non- he kpointed pro edure (i.e. split mode) to the union of all the
live variables just after ea h of the

all sites for this pro edure.

In order to implement the mentioned adaptation we have to run the adjoint liveness analysis twi e. A rst sweep runs bottom-up on the original program

all graph. In this sweep

we build the ee t of ea h pro edure on the set of live variables, to be used in ea h of its

all

sites. The se ond run is top-down and a

all

umulates the sets of live variable after ea h

site, before it is used as the initial set for the adjoint liveness analysis of every split pro edure.
Similarly the TBR analysis had to be transformed. The TBR analysis runs forward, from
the head to the tail of ea h pro edure. At the outer level of the

all graph, the analysis

run in only one bottom-up sweep. Be ause TBR analysis now requires a
in the

ase of a non- he kpointed pro edure, that will

just before the

ould

ontext information

arry the union of the TBR status

all sites, we had to add a top-down sweep into the TBR analysis.

4.2 General Implementation Notes
Along with the modi ation of the analyses, the generation of the dierentiated program
must also be adapted. The AD model dened by equation (4) shows that the joint mode
runs the ba kward sweep of
pro edure,

−
→
C

←
−
C, C ,

←
−
C an be easily merged into a
−
→
C (and therefore of C ) are still

and

lo al variables of

preserve their values. This is
are separated. Consequently,
restored when

←
−
C

−
→
C.

When C is a
C . As a onsequen e,
←
−
in s ope when C starts, and naturally
−
→
←
−
no longer possible in split mode, sin e pro edure C and C
−
→
lo al variables of C must be stored before they vanish and
immediately after its forward sweep
single pro edure

starts. This was addressed in the implementation by adding an extension

to the TBR analysis. This extension looks for the lo als variables that are ne essary for the
ba kward sweep, when the end of the forward sweep is rea hed. These variables are
just at the end of the forward sweep and
We make the

POP'ed at

PUSH'ed

the beginning of the ba kward sweep.

hoi e of generalization versus spe ialization, by allowing for only one split

mode per pro edure. Even then, this requires

are in naming the pro edures. We need to

reate up to four names (original, forward sweep, ba kward sweep and reverse dierentiated) when split and joint strategies are

ombined. This problem is te hni al, but it has

impli ations within the whole way tapenade handles the names of dierentiated elements.
The split strategy is driven by the user by means of a dire tive (C$AD
whi h is pla ed just before the pro edure

"[list of pro edure names℄").
nade.

RR n° 5930

all, or through a

NOCHECKPOINT)

ommand line option (-split

The introdu tion of dire tives is a novel feature for tape-
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5 EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
We applied the split mode to

ertain pro edure

alls, looking for experimental

onrmation

of the intuitions from Se tion 5. In parti ular, we want to show the interest of letting the
user drive the

he kpointing strategy.

The pro edures

hosen to be split were the ones that best illustrate the memory and

run-time trade-o. The

riteria to

hoose pro edures rely on two values, whi h

tained by studying the reverse generated

an be ob-

ode. These values are: the size of the snapshot

and the size of the tape. The implementation of both snapshot and tape is based on
alls, thus the measurements and

PUSH

omparisons between these values are straightforward.

In gures 9 and 11, loops are denoted by square bra kets.

For instan e, on Figure 9

we have two loops, one whi h involves from subroutine pasdtl to subroutine quaind, and
a se ond one whi h in ludes all inbigfun 's pro edures.
segments of the programs that

In general, these loops are the

onsume most of memory and time.

5.1 Experiment I: UNS2D
uns2d is a CFD solver. It has 2.055 lines of

ode (lo ). The reverse dierentiated version

has 2.200 lo .

BIGFUNCTION

CALGRA

CALCL

PASDTL

DIFFAR

INBIGFUNC

ENTHALD

CALGRA

FLW2D

SYMMT

CALGRA

Figure 9:

uns2d

all graph.

CALCL

QUAIND
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Experiment
Id

Des ription

01

Joint-All strategy

02

split mode

03

split mode quaind

04

split mode

05

split mode enthald

06

Time

% gain

Total [s℄
41.69

al l (all

all sites)

Memory
Peak [Mb℄

% gain

184.69

37.66

9.7

167.53

9.3

37.54

9.9

162.13

12.2

36.63

12.1

163.92

11.2

34.33

17.6

162.17

12.2

split mode inbigfun

31.83

23.6

468.13

-153.5

07

02 and 05

33.95

18.6

163.20

11.6

08

03 and 06

31.75

23.8

446.82

-141.9

09

02, 04 and 05

35.81

14.1

174.45

5.5

10

02, 05 and 06

35.49

14.8

533.23

-188.7

11

02, 03, 04 and 05

38.50

7.6

184.45

0.13

12

02, 04, 05 and 06

30.92

25.8

408.88

-121.4

13

split mode all the above pro edures

32.67

21.6

443.56

-140.2

algra (all

all sites)

Table 5.1: Memory and time performan e for uns2d.

The rst four experiments 02 - 05 of Table 5.1 report gain both in time and memory,
reminding us of the

ase where

tape < snp (Figure 8).

This is indeed what we observe when

we measure the a tual sizes of tape and snapshot for the pro edures in question. Therefore,
when ea h of

algra,

al l, quaind or enthald are split the program saves memory for

the snapshot without using as mu h for the tape. At the same time it saves time be ause
the pro edure is not exe uted twi e.
Experiment 06 exhibits a gain in time at the
pe ted from the simulations on Figure 7, this
onrms the intuition that
In this situation

inbigfun

ost of a larger memory use. As we sus-

orresponds to the

ase where

snp < tape.

he kpointing is really a time/memory trade-o. Therefore

(in other words the joint mode) is a wise

Experiments 07 - 13

This

he kpointing is really worthwhile on large se tions of program.
he kpointing

hoi e when memory size is limited.

an be separated in two sets: whether inbigfun

(08, 10, 12 and 13) or not (07, 09 and 11). The separation

is

he kpointed

riterion underlines the relative

weight of the subroutine inbigfun .
Experiments 07, 09 and 11 shows a remarkable behavior on the exe ution time performan e. We would expe t the exe ution time savings of
a

ombined split mode pro edures to

umulate, as we observed in Figures 7 and 8. Surprisingly, the exe ution time for these

experiments do not behave like that.

In parti ular, the experiment 11's exe ution time

saving (3.18s) is smaller than the exe ution time savings (4.03s, 4.15s, 5.03s and 7.36s) for
any of the pro edures split individually. We have at present no

RR n° 5930

lear understanding of this
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behavior. It is likely that the present model we have about the performan es of
reverse programs, is still insu ient to
As for

he kpointed

apture this behavior, and must be rened further.

on rete re ommendations for this example, we advise to apply split mode spar-

ingly, only on one or two of subroutines
are stri t memory

algra,

al l, or quaind in the

ase where there

onstraints. This allows for memory savings up to 12%. On the other

hand, if memory is not an issue and speed is, we re ommend the

onguration of experiment

12.

5.2 Experiment II: SONICBOOM
soni boom is a part of a CFD solver whi h
has 14.263 lo , but only 818 lo

omputes the residual of a state equation. It

to be dierentiated, generating 2.987 lo

of derivative

pro edures.

PSIROE

GRADNOD

FLUROE

VCURVM

Figure 10:

TRANSPIRATION

soni boom

CONDDIRFLUX

all graph.

The rst group of experiments 02 - 04 from Table 5.2, shows gains in exe ution time,
be ause the pro edures are exe uted only on e. There is no gain in memory be ause the
size of the snapshot and the tape are very

lose.

The experiments where gradnod is among the split subroutines exhibit the largest gain
in exe ution time. This is related to the fa t that gradnod a
of the

ounts for the largest part

omputation, and sin e the tape size grows like the number of exe uted instru tions,

tape(gradnod)

is mu h larger than

periment we also have
like in the

lassi al

tape < snp,

snp(gradnod).

For the other pro edures in this ex-

but to a smaller extent. Therefore, everything behaves

ase of Figure 7. In parti ular, there is no pro edure for whi h the split

mode would give a gain in a memory

onsumption.

It is worth noti ing that the ee t of the split mode is really an in rease in memory traf

rather than in memory peak size. For example splitting

onddirflux

ertainly results
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Experiment

Time
Total [s℄

% gain

Memory

Des ription

01

Joint-All strategy

0.2900

02

split mode v urnvm

0.2725

6.0

10.84

03

split mode

0.2699

6.9

10.84

0.0

04

split mode fluroe

0.2500

13.8

11.06

-2.0

05

split mode gradnod

0.2374

18.1

18.77

-73.1

06

02 and 03

0.2624

9.5

10.84

0.0

07

04 and 05

0.2374

18.1

19.00

-75.2

08

02, 03 and 04

0.2475

14.7

11.08

-2.2

09

02, 03 and 05

0.2360

18.6

18.77

-73.1

10

split mode all the above pro edures

0.2374

18.1

19.00

-75.2

onddirflux

Peak [Mb℄

% gain

Id

10.84
0.0

Table 5.2: Memory and time performan e for soni boom.

in a higher memory tra , but the lo al in rease of the lo al memory peak is hidden by
the main memory peak whi h o

−−−−−−−→

urs just after gradnod. We are

urrently

arrying new

experiments and developing rened models that in lude this memory tra .
Pra ti ally for this experiment, our advi e would be to run subroutines fluroe, v urvm
and

onddirflux (experiment 08) in split mode in any ase, and this already gives a 14.7%

improvement in time at virtually no

ost in memory. In the

ase where memory size is not

limited strongly, then it is advisable to run gradnod in split mode too, whi h gives an
additional gain in time at the

ost of a large in rease in memory peak.

5.3 Experiment III: STICS
sti s is an agronomy modeling program. It has 21.010 lo , and the reverse dierentiated
ode generated has 46.921 lo . In the

ode of sti s, we introdu e three levels of nested

loops around subroutine onebigloop be ause this

ode simulates and unsteady pro ess

over 400 time steps. These nested loops are a manual modi ation that allow us to perform
he kpointing on various groups of time steps. We a knowledge that this simplisti

method

is far from the known optimal strategy rst des ribed in [5℄.
For this experiment, the default (Split-All) strategy applied by tapenade gave very bad
results in time, with a slowdown fa tor of about 100 from the original
dierentiated

ode. We made some measurements of the tape sizes

ode to the reverse

ompared to the snap-

shot sizes, and we found out that tape was mu h smaller than snapshot for subroutines

densira ,

roira and onebigloop. This is a spe ial

ase of the situation of Figure 8

and is ree ted on the experimental gures of Table 5.3. We see that split mode on these
three pro edures gain exe ution time at no memory

RR n° 5930

ost. Combined split mode on the three
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BIGFUNCTION

INITIAL

LECSTAT

INICLIM

BIOMAER

RECUP

ONEBIGLOOP

CROIRA

TRANSPI

MINERAL

BILAN

PROFIL

LIXIV

DENSIRAC

Figure 11:

sti s

Experiment

all graph.
Time

Total [s℄

% gain

Memory

Des ription

01

Joint-All strategy

38.56

02

split mode biomaer

36.15

6.3

229.23

0.0

03

split mode mineral

35.78

7.2

229.28

0.0

04

split mode densira

30.02

22.1

229.23

0.0

05

split mode

24.45

36.6

229.23

0.0

06

split mode onebigloop

23.75

38.4

229.75

-0.2

07

04 and 05

16.79

56.5

229.23

0.0

08

04 and 06

15.64

59.4

229.75

-0.2

08

05 and 06

11.71

69.6

206.81

9.8

09

04, 05 and 06

3.93

89.8

149.11

34.9

09

03, 04, 05 and 06

3.92

89.8

149.11

34.9

09

split all the above pro edures

3.90

89.9

149.11

34.9

roira

Peak [Mb℄

% gain

Id

229.23

Table 5.3: Memory and time performan e for sti s.

pro edures (experiment 09) gives an even better result.
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The enormous gain in exe ution time makes the dierentiated/original ratio go down to
about 7, whi h is what AD tools generally
time of the Split-All version did not
but rather from the time needed to
that a
a

laim. In the sti s experiment, the exe ution

ome from the dupli ate exe utions due to he kpointing

PUSH and POP these very large snapshots.

omplete model to study optimal

This suggests

he kpointing strategies should denitely take into

ount the time spent for tape and snapshots operations.
Pra ti ally, in the sti s example there is no doubt densira ,

should be dierentiated in split mode. In addition, one

roira and onebigloop

an dierentiate additional pro e-

dures in split mode, (e.g. mineral), but the additional exe ution time gain is marginal.

6 CONCLUSION, RELATED WORKS, FUTURE WORK
This paper is a
adjoint

ontribution towards the ultimate goal of optimally pla ing

odes built by reverse mode Automati

servation that the strategy

onsisting in

Dierentiation.

he kpoints in

We started from the ob-

he kpointing ea h and every pro edure

all is in

general, although safe from the memory point of view, far from optimal. Both simulations
on very small examples, and real experiments on real-life programs show that some pro edures should never be

he kpointed, and that others may be

he kpointed depending on the

available memory. The great variety of possible situations makes the obje tive of automati
sele tion of
drive this

he kpointing sites very distant. It seems therefore reasonable to let the user

hoi e through an adapted user interfa e. We dis ussed the developments that we

made into the AD tool tapenade to add this fun tionality. This new fun tionally allowed
us to

ondu t extensive experiments on real

on this optimal

odes, that justied a posteriori our hypotheses

he kpointing problem and suggest the relevant

riteria for a future helping

tool namely, for ea h pro edure, its exe ution time, its tape and snapshot sizes, and the

PUSH and POP tra

time required by tape

Related works on optimal

.

he kpointing have been

ondu ted mostly on the model

ase

of loops of xed-size iterations. Only in the parti ular sub- ase where the number of iterations in known in advan e was an optimal s heme found mathemati ally [5℄. This gave rise
to the treeverse/revolve [6℄ tool for an automati

appli ation of this s heme.

In the

ase where the number of iterations is not known in advan e, a very interesting sub-optimal
s heme was proposed in [13℄. We are not aware of optimal
ase of an arbitrary

all-tree or

all graph. Noti e that

he kpointing s hemes for the

he kpointing is not the only way

to improve the performan e of the reverse mode of AD. Lo al optimization
omputation

an redu e the

ost of the derivatives by re-ordering the sub-expressions inside derivatives [8℄.

Other optimizations implement a ne-grain time/memory trade-o by storing expensive
sub-expressions that o

ur several times in the derivatives. In any

ase these are lo al opti-

mizations that only give a xed small benet. For large programs, only nested
an make reverse dierentiated

of the ma hine, and therefore the study of optimal
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he kpointing

odes a tually run without ex eeding the memory

apa ity

he kpointing s hemes is an absolute
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ne essity.
User-driven pla ement of

he kpointing is an important step in this dire tion, but further

work is needed to help this pla ement or to propose a good enough automati
This

strategy.

ould be based on exe ution time proling of the original program or even of the

dierentiated

ode itself.

In any

ase, we need to study the experimental gures found

and to rene the model we have built for the performan e of reverse dierentiated
In parti ular this model must better take into a

have found, su h as time gains that do not add up.
improvements of the reverse dierentiated
done in iterative

odes.

ount some of the surprising ee ts we
This suggests a pro ess of iterative

odes, based on previous runs, mu h like what is

ompilation [15℄.
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